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Our best-selling audio language-learning program provides comprehensive grammar and

vocabulary to beginners and advanced students, offering guidance in pronunciation in addition to

language fundamentals. Updated for the 21st century and re-recorded with fresh voiceovers, Learn

In Your Car includes terminology for cell phones, computers and the Internet, as well as

contemporary currencies and usages. Listeners learn pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar of a

new language without the need of a textbook: Level 1: Key words and phrases, basic grammar

skills, emphasizes travel needs; Level 2: Expands vocabulary, new grammar concepts, more

day-to-day activities; Level 3: Broadens vocabulary base, more advanced grammar skills, enriches

conversational ability. 9 hours of audio on 9 compact discs, 3 booklets with recorded text for

reference & grammar notes, Zippered CD Wallet, Travelogue DVD.
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A great system for learning to speak a language. The lessons gradually build vocab. by adding just

one word at a time. Before long you will be speaking phrases and then constructing sentences. This

is the quickest method I have found of developing vocab. as all words are used in context. The main

drawback in learning this way is that it does not develop your ability to understand the language,

therefore an additional learning method needs to be employed, such as attending lessons where

you will actually be engaging in conversation, forcing you to understand the language when it is



spoken to you..

I took French in high school, but I'm incredibly rusty having not really used it at all for the past 10

years. After having used the CDs for a couple of weeks, I find myself picking up what I had worked

on before as well as new words/phrases. However, I think this would be a difficult product for

someone who doesn't already understand the basics of French grammar, since that's not really

covered in these discs. The French speakers are good and I like that they have both a male and

female speaker. Back when I took French in high school, I had a female instructor. I found that I

always had difficulty understanding male speakers because of the lower tone of voice. This product

handles that by having both male and female speakers, . The only thing that would be nicer is to

have a variety of speakers--not just the two that are on the CDs.All in all, a great product for

someone with a commute. I would definitely recommend this for anyone who has at least a small

grasp on the basics of French.

While I may never speak as fluently as a real Parisienne, I've enjoyed learning from this package of

9 CDs. Their portability makes it fun and easy to learn while driving, working around the house or

yard, or just relaxing.The lessons progress at a sensible pace; and the chosen phrases and

scenarios are mostly very useful.I studied French eons ago, so perhaps I recall a few things. But I

would still recommend this package. I had borrowed a smaller set (3 discs) from the library several

times; but I'm glad that I invested in my own complete set.

We're planning on visiting France someday so I got these CDs just as a "get started" project. I have

a 20 minute drive to work everyday so I play these and I'm surprised that I'm actually retaining what

I'm learning. I wouldn't mind if it worked faster but then again, I'm just doing this in my spare

time.Downsides:1) You must play them pretty loud to hear the proper pronunciation and inflection.

This isn't really a problem if you're alone in your car.2) This doesn't really help with reading or

writing but it does include books to go over while you're not driving! :DOverall, I'm very satisfied with

this product. I am speaking basic French with no prior French experience.

Learn French in your car is a wonderful way to learn french while you commute to work! The

lessons are easy to follow & I like practicing my french as I drive to and from work.Cindy K

These cd's are great! Just pop 'em in your car and you'll be speaking French in no time! I have tried



other products but for some reason I get bored because the process is slow or I don't really feel like

I'm learning anything useful. (Like Eddie Izzard says, it's hard to work "le singe est dan l'arbre" into

a conversation). Not the case with these! It teaches you things you'll need to know to get around

first and then goes into the more obscure words and phrases. I listen and repeat in my car and then

use the booklet at home to look up anything I'm unsure of. I know I'll do great in Paris next spring! If

you're thinking of purchasing this product, go for it! You will not be disappointed!

I'm an intermediate French student and decided to buy this 3-Level package in order to have a

comprehensive audio package. The bonus 3 CD book "Secrets of Learning a Foreign Language" is

a great way to start your study and has alot of very interesting information and examples on the

structure of languages, plus it is humorously and interesting presented. It really motivates you to get

started! Be sure to listen to it before you start the Learn French in Your Car CD's.The whole

package is very well designed. For example, the listening guides have an index on the outside back

cover so you can quickly find the CD and track you want. Very handy! Then, if you want to hear only

the French, you can adjust the balance of your speakers to eliminate the English portion. The

pauses between the English and 1st French repetition give you time to test yourself if you already

know some French. If not, just wait for the 2 repetitions in French, each with a pause to allow you to

repeat what you've just heard. The English voice (male) and the French voice (female) are both

pleasant and very clear. Excellent quality and amazingly low price for what you get. Highly

recommended to all!

Exactly what I wanted and great for use in the car. It might be a bit much if you didn't know any

French, but it does a good job of covering very useful phrases and building on them.
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